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ABSTRACT
We present an automated data augmentation approach for image classification. We formulate the problem as Monte Carlo sampling where our goal is to approximate the optimal augmentation policies.
We propose a particle filtering scheme for the policy search where the probability of applying a set
of augmentation operations forms the state of the filter. We measure the policy performance based
on the loss function difference between a reference and the actual model, which we afterwards use to
re-weight the particles and finally update the policy. In our experiments, we show that our formulation for automated augmentation reaches promising results on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and ImageNet
datasets using the standard network architectures for this problem. By comparing with the related
work, our method reaches a balance between the computational cost of policy search and the model
performance. Our code will be made publicly available.
© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Data augmentation traditionally improves the generalization
of deep neural networks. It increases the training set size, as
well as data diversity and thus prevents over-fitting by acting
as a regularizer. It is common in computer vision tasks such
as image classification (Deng et al., 2009; He et al., 2016), object detection (Munjal et al., 2020; Ren et al., 2016), and semantic segmentation (Chen et al., 2017; Dawoud et al., 2020). Although hand-designed image augmentations, like translations,
rotations, or flips, work well in practice, there is a recent family of methods that shows superior performance by automating
data augmentation.
Automated image augmentation algorithms look for the optimal set of augmentations that minimize the objective function
of the neural network. It is common to formulate the optimal augmentation policy as a sequence of individual augmentation operations (Cubuk et al., 2019; Lim et al., 2019; Ho et al.,
2019; Cubuk et al., 2020). Each operation, e.g. rotation, can
be parametrized by the application probability and augmentation magnitude (Cubuk et al., 2019). Finding the optimal set of
augmentations is challenging because of the high dimensionality of the problem. For instance, there are usually more than ten
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available image augmentations where the frequency and augmentation order have to be set as well. Furthermore, it is necessary to constantly monitor neural network performance during
training with augmentation policies, which is computationally
expensive.
AutoAugment (Cubuk et al., 2019) is one of the first successful attempts to automatize data augmentation. It relies
on reinforcement learning to determine the optimal augmentation policies to apply during training. One of its drawbacks
is its massive computational demand, as during optimization
a smaller proxy model, which is similar to the target model,
needs to be retrained multiple times. This limitation has been
partially solved by the Fast AutoAugment algorithm (Lim et al.,
2019) at the cost of model performance. The computational
complexity of policy search has been also addressed by the
Population-Based Augmentation (PBA) (Ho et al., 2019) algorithm, knowledge distillation (Wei et al., 2020), and RandAugment (Cubuk et al., 2020). Nevertheless, these approaches either rely on heuristics (Cubuk et al., 2020) to relax the computation requirements or sacrifice model performance (Lim et al.,
2019). In this work, we find a balance between the computational cost of policy search and the model performance (see
Sec. 4.4).
We present ParticleAugment, an algorithm to learn dynamic
augmentation policies for image classification tasks. Based on
Monte Carlo sampling, we explore a dynamic policy search

space. In detail, by defining the policy space as a distribution function, we efficiently seek for the optimal policies with
a particle filtering scheme. The probability of applying a set
of augmentation operations forms the state of the filter, while
a simple constant position model is responsible for the filter
state transition. The algorithm starts with randomly initialized
policies which are necessary for the first model training. After
some training epochs, the policy performance is measured by
comparing the loss difference between our policy-trained model
and reference model. The measured policy performance is then
used to re-weight the filter particles and update the policies. Our
approach is illustrated in Algorithm 1. More importantly, we do
not train multiple neural network models for the prediction step
of each augmentation particle. Instead, we rely on training a single model, which is updated while using all augmentation particles. Also, as the particle filter is constantly updated during
the training procedure we can continuously optimize policies,
making them dynamic. Our approach only adds a small overhead to the model training process. In our evaluations, we reach
state-of-the-art classification accuracy on standard benchmarks
such as CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and ImageNet compared to
prior works. We will make our implementation publicly available upon acceptance and provide all necessary code and hyperparameters to reproduce our results.
2. Related Work
Manual image augmentation. Image augmentation is a standard pre-processing step for visual tasks such as image classification (He et al., 2016) and object detection (Ren et al.,
2016). Spatial transformations, such as flipping, cropping,
translation, rotation, scaling as well as color transformations are normally used for training deep neural networks,
e.g. ResNet (He et al., 2016), Faster-RCNN (Ren et al., 2016),
and YOLO (Redmon et al., 2016; Redmon and Farhadi, 2018).
The motivation of pre-processing is to diversify and enrich the
training set, thus making the network generalize better and prevent over-fitting. For example, Cutout (DeVries and Taylor,
2017) showed impressive generalization improvement while being a cost-effective augmentation method. It removes entire image patches and therefore pushes the sample out of the source
distribution. Two similar techniques are Thumbnail (Xie et al.,
2021), Mixup (Zhang et al., 2018), and CutMix (Yun et al.,
2019), which fill the cutouts with patches from the same image or other image samples and merge their labels according
to their patch size. While the aforementioned augmentations
rely on standard pixel-wise and geometric operations, another
family of methods performs the augmentations with deep neural networks. For instance, Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) (Ratner et al., 2017) modify an image or even generate new data (Antoniou et al., 2017; Sixt et al., 2018; Zhu et al.,
2017). However, the prior work (Cubuk et al., 2019; Ho et al.,
2019) shows that carefully selecting the augmentation types can
improve generalization performance compared to manual augmentation.
Automated image augmentation. Unlike the predefined transformations, automated image augmentation approaches aim

to find the set of transformations that maximize the performance for specific network architecture and dataset. AutoAugment (Cubuk et al., 2019) is one of the first approaches to
automatize image augmentations. It is based on reinforcement learning to find the optimal augmentation policies, i.e.
transformations, with the policy proposal network. While AutoAugment is still one of the best performing algorithms, its
biggest drawback is the computational complexity.Every iteration of AutoAugment needs a full training of small proxy
networks and contains about 30 optimization parameters, resulting in enormous GPU hour requirements. To lower these
requirements, Fast AutoAugment (Lim et al., 2019) relies on
density matching and the Tree-Parzens estimator algorithm
(TPE) (Bergstra et al., 2011, 2013) to achieve similar performance to AutoAugment. OHL-AutoAugment (Lin et al.,
2019), Adversarial AutoAugment (Zhang et al., 2020), and
Augmentation-Wise Weight Sharing (AWS) (Tian et al., 2020)
are also variants of AutoAugment, which further improve performance of trained networks while reducing the computational
power required for training. Population-Based Augmentation
(PBA) (Ho et al., 2019) explores a different approach to speed
up AutoAugment. A population of networks is trained with
various augmentations. Then, the best-performing network is
chosen and perturbed to obtain a population of networks. This,
however, means that for each training epoch, multiple dozens
of networks need to be trained, which, while being faster than
AutoAugment, still consumes a lot of training time. Faster AutoAugment (Hataya et al., 2020) and Differentiable Automatic
Data Augmentation (DADA) (Li et al., 2020) are a different
class of algorithms with reduced computational cost based on
a differentiable policy search, similar to neural architecture
search. RandAugment (RA) (Cubuk et al., 2020) is a leading
algorithm that requires only two hyper-parameters n and m as
well as a set of augmentation to choose from. RA then works
by sampling n augmentations of magnitude m from the chosen
set and applying them on the data. To achieve good performance, both parameters are optimized for each dataset and network architecture. The limited amount of hyper-parameters and
small computational overhead makes RandAugment work well
in practice. However, it does not consider any time dependencies that may be present during a training procedure. Currently,
there is not any automatic augmentation method that performs
optimal augmentation policy search for each training pass with
a small computational overhead. Furthermore, most methods
require multiple proxy models and a massive number of computations outside of the regular training. We propose a new automatic augmentation method based on Monte Carlo sampling
to address these issues.
Monte Carlo Sampling. We derive motivation from control
theory to formulate our problem. In control theory, a common task is to estimate the system states from noisy measurements for implementing feedback and feed-forward control. A popular approach to solve this task is the particle
filter. It was first introduced as Sequential Importance Resampling (SIR) filter in (Kitagawa, 1996) and Bootstrap filter
in (Gordon et al., 1993). The SIR filter itself is a part of a
broader set of methods, called Monte Carlo Methods (MCM)
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(Bronshtein and Semendyayev, 2013). MCM is particularly
suitable for the task of finding augmentation policies, as finding
policies is not a low-dimensional optimization problem, e.g., 15
distinct parameters. In this work, we explore the SIR filter approach to estimate the augmentations and optimize for the optimal policy schedules, instead of estimating fixed policies.
3. Method
Let F = { fk (ν, pk )}nk=1 be a set of n functions, each of which
represents one augmentation operation, applied to the data sample ν. In our problem, the data sample corresponds to the image
ν ∈ RH×W×3 (where H and W the image height and width) with
P
the one-hot vector label y ∈ {0, 1}C , such that Cc=1 y(c) = 1
for a C-category classification problem. Furthermore, the augmentation function fk (·) is parametrized by the probability of
applying the augmentation pk ∈ [0, 1]. While every augmentation can also be parametrized by its magnitude m, we use static
one global magnitude in order to minimize the problem complexity. The F augmentations are sequentially applied to the
image ν based on pk . Given the training set D = {(νd , yd )}|D|
d=1
with images νd and labels yd , our goal is to train a deep neural
network with optimal augmentations. To that end, we seek the
optimal policy schedules xi,t = [p1,t . . . pn,t ] for every training
epoch t, where i ∈ 1, . . . , r is the policy index and r is the number of policies. We propose to learn the augmentation policies
with Monte Carlo sampling where we rely on a particle filter to
obtain the policy xi,t . Below, we present the particle filter background and our formulation for augmentation policy learning.
3.1. Particle Filter
Particle filters are Monte Carlo sampling algorithms that use
state and measurement models to estimate system states from
noisy observations (Gordon et al., 1993; Kitagawa, 1996). Our
algorithm is based on the Sequential Importance Resampling
(SIR) approach (Kitagawa, 1996). Consider the following equations:


S = (xi,t , wi,t ) ri=1 ,
(1)
xi,t+1 = f (xi,t ) + vi,t ,
η · g(zt+1 − xt+1 ) · wt
i=0 η · g(zt+1 − xi,t+1 ) · wi,t

wt+1 = Pr

E[xt+1 ] =

r
X

wi,t+1 xi,t+1 .

(2)
(3)
(4)

i=1

These equations describe the implementation of a simple SIR
filter. Here S describes the filter state consisting of r particles,
where each particle is described by its state xi,t at timestamp t
and its associated weight wi,t . The particle weight can be interpreted as the probability that its state coincides with the actual
system state. To update the filter states, a system model described by a transition function f and sampled model (process)
noise vi,t is applied to calculate a prediction in Eqn. 2. This prediction is then compared to a state measurement zi,t+1 ) by a mapping g (Eqn. 3), which is normally chosen in such a manner that
the resulting updated weight accurately reflects the probability
of its associated state, factoring in measurement errors. Finally,

to estimate a single output state, the first moment (Eqn. 4) as
well as higher moments can be calculated over all states. To
combat degeneration effects, where one weight tends to 1 while
all other tend to 0, particle resampling can be applied. To this
end, new particles are drawn from current particles according to
their associated weights. Resampling therefore helps with the
removal of particles which do not represent the current system
state adequately.
In our problem, we start with a static, augmentation model,
which translates to a constant model f (x) = x. In this case,
a Gaussian process noise is assumed, which is common when
there is not prior information on the underlying model. The relative loss difference of a model (Eqn. 8) is used as a measurement for the innovation step. With these assumptions, we can
construct an SIR filter performing online augmentation policy
optimization, as explained below.
3.2. Augmentation Policy Learning
We seek to find the optimal augmentation policies. To this
end, we define a single augmentation policy at the training
epoch t as a particle with the state and associated weight:
xi,t = [p1 , p j , . . . , pn ], wi,t ∈ [0, 1], i ∈ {1, . . . , r} .

(5)

In this formulation, n represents the number of different applicable augmentations, e.g. n = 15 if we rely on the same setup
as RandAugment (Cubuk et al., 2020), r is the particle number
and i the particle index. The second index t denotes the current
training epoch of the filter. The policy element p j represents the
application probability of augmentation j and is confined in the
range [0, 1]. We can thus have a variable number of augmentations from 0 to n being applied during every policy invocation,
as every p j is used to independently sample or not sample each
of the n available augmentations, resulting in a dynamic policy
scheme. Moreover, it is worth noting that the augmentations are
applied sequentially. The order of augmentation does not play
an important role in the outcome. We empirically prove it in
our evaluations, as shown in Sec. 4.4. Overall, each particle is
a distinct augmentation policy that is re-weighted during every
filter step to optimize the overall augmentation strategy. Furthermore, each policy is changed based on the state transition
model.
State transition model. We rely on the constant position and
constant velocity models (Schubert et al., 2008) to define the
state transition model for augmentation policies. In our evaluations, we observed that both models work well in practice
regardless of their simple formulation. A Gaussian distribution
N(0, σ2 ) with zero mean is assumed for sampling transitions,
as we have no prior knowledge of the actual noise process. The
predicted state is given by:
xi,t+1 = xi,t − c + N(0, σ2 ) ,

(6)

where c represents constant velocity, which we use to actively
bias the augmentation probabilities towards a desired direction.
We empirically observe that the constant velocity can further
improve model performance in some situations (see experiments in Sec. 4.2). If any elements of xi,t+1 are not in the range
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of [0, 1] after the state transition, they are clipped to fit the
interval [0, 1] to represent valid probabilities. The constant velocity model can be changed to the constant position model by
setting the velocity c to a zero vector. In Sec. 4.4, we present an
ablation study with both models to show the possible velocity
impact.

have a larger δi,t+1 value for the updated model, then the policy
is not helpful for training. Using δi,t+1 , the particle weights can
be updated using our empirically derived weight update rule,
defined as:
ŵi,t+1 = (tanh(δi,t+1 − 1) + 1)η · wi,t ,

(9)

Filter prediction step. The prediction step consists of first
cloning the trained model Mref,t of the current training epoch
t to Mupd,t . The cloned model Mupd,t is trained for another e p
epochs with a random subset of the training set D with the same
label distribution called Dtp to reduce the training time. During
training of Mupd,t we rely on all augmentation policies, as obtained from Eq. 6. In particular, during the training of Mupd,t ,
each data sample is augmented with only one augmentation policy xi,t+1 . One novelty of this training procedure is that the policy for each sample is randomly chosen from all particles and
the probability of a specific policy being chosen is determined
by its filter weight. In this case the filter weights wi,t represent
a discrete probability distribution. Therefore we randomly apply all particles based on their weights while training the same
model, instead of training a separate model for each policy, thus
saving computational resources. We motivate this approach by
comparing it to data mini-batching in gradient-based learning.
In the mini-batch stochastic gradient descent, mini-batching is
performed to significantly increase training speed and suppress
the gradients noise obtained from single samples. Our case is
similar, as we increase speed by only training one single network for one training epoch, but we still see the impact of every
single policy on the model in an averaged manner, similar to
gradients during mini-batching.

ŵi,t+1
.
wi,t+1 = Pn
j=1 ŵ j,t+1

(10)

Measuring policy performance. We propose a scheme that utilizes the training loss function to obtain a quantitative performance measurement for each augmentation policy. After training Mupd,t , the original training set D is split again with a stratified shuffle split strategy to obtain a measurement (validation)
subset Dvp . This measurement subset is then used to benchmark the effect of each specific augmentation policy. In particular, the subset is augmented with a policy xi,t+1 to obtain
augmented samples µk and then fed to both Mref,t and Mupd,t to
calculate their loss difference as:
di,t+1 =

nX
samples

(LMref,t (µk ) − LMupd,t (µk ))

(7)

k=1

δi,t+1 =

di,t+1
,
d0,t+1

(8)

where nsamples is the size of the measurement subset Dvp and
and k is the index of the sample. We define as d0,t+1 the loss
difference for non-augmented samples from the measurement
subset. It is needed to convert the absolute loss difference di,t+1
to the relative loss difference δi,t+1 . Based on δi,t+1 , we measure
the loss improvement when training with the current filter particles. In particular, if we obtain a smaller value after training
with Mupd,t using the current particles and augmenting the measurement subset with a specific policy particle, we can infer that
the network can handle the current policy better. While if we

The denominator of Eq. 10 normalizes the weights so that they
represent a discrete probability distribution. Also, the tanh function of Eq. 9 compresses the arbitrary range of δi,t+1 to the interval [0, 2]. In this way, we constrain the weights to positives values and prevent them from degeneration because of high δi,t+1
values. The update rate η is applied as an exponent to compress
or expand the update range of the coefficients. Eq. 9 was designed with the requirement that the relative improvement δi,t+1
of 1 is mapped to to the original weight. This means no improvement but also no degradation. All δi,t+1 > 1 are mapped
to larger weights, while all δi,t+1 < 1 are mapped to smaller
weights. After measuring the policy performance, an optional
re-sample step is performed if required. A big difference to the
classic SIR filter, though, is that it often uses Eq. 4 to output a
single estimated state, whereas we do not aggregate any results
and sample all possible particles according to their weights instead. Therefore, we make use of the entire particle filter distribution.
3.3. Complete Training Algorithm
The full algorithm is described in Alg. 1. In the first filter
step, the particles are initialized as vectors of length 15 (as we
have 15 base augmentations available1 ) with l random elements
of each particle set to 0.25, where l can be interpreted as the
maximal amount of augmentations applied by each policy. In
Alg. 1, we call this method sparseInit(). After the first epoch,
the SIR filter is invoked at every i f epochs. Each invocation
consists of the prediction step (Eq. 6), measuring policy performance (Eq. 7, Eq. 8), update (Eq. 9, 10), and the optional
re-sample step. The resulting particles serve as the augmentation policies during the next i f training epochs. During training,
each policy xi,t is sampled independently based on its sampling
probability wi,t . To simplify our augmentation space, we have
the same augmentation magnitude for all operations.
We avoid to initialize with completely random policies because of the conclusions from related algorithms (Lim et al.,
2019; Cubuk et al., 2020). It is shown that applying only a couple of augmentations is enough for most network architectures.
Therefore initializing all states of an augmentation policy to a
non-zero value will lead to policies that apply too many augmentations and lower the data quality to a degree that neither a
neural network nor a human can infer a correct label. This is

1 These are Identity, AutoContrast, Equalize, Rotate, Solarize, SolarizeAdd,
Color, Contrast, Brightness, Sharpness, ShearX, ShearY, TranslateX, TranslateY, Posterize to match the augmentations available for other methods, while
SolarizeAdd was additionally provided by the RA implementation that was
used for ParticleAugment.
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Algorithm 1 ParticleAugment algorithm description. Here, the
augment function will augment using policy xi , if no w is specified. Otherwise, it will augment using a sampled policy x j ,
where j is sampled from x according to the weights w.
xi,0 ← sparseInit() foreach i ∈ 1 . . . r
for epoch e in [1, emax ] do
Mref,t ← train(Mref,t−1 , Dtrain,aug )
if e mod i f = 0 then
xi,t+1 ← addNoise(xi,t )
Dtp,i ← augment(Dtp , xt+1 , wt )
Mupd,t ← train(copy(Mref,t ), Dtp,i )
for i ∈ 1 . . . r do
Dvp,i ← augment(Dvp, xi,t+1 )
δi,t+1 ← evaluate(Mupd,t , Dvp,i )
ŵi,t+1 ← updateWeight(ŵi,t , δi,t+1 )
end for
wt+1 ← normalize(ŵ1,t+1 , . . . , ŵr,t+1 )
if Neff = Pr 1 w2 < r · α then
j=1 i,t
xi,t+1 , wt+1 ← resample(xi,t+1, wt+1 )
end if
end if
end for

also addressed in research on knowledge distillation (Wei et al.,
2020) and self-training (Zoph et al., 2020). For this reason, we
also apply a sparse initialization.
4. Experiments
We evaluate our approach for image classification, where we
report results on the CIFAR-10/CIFAR-100 (Krizhevsky et al.,
2009) and ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) datasets. Moreover, we
consider the WideResNet (Zagoruyko and Komodakis, 2016),
ResNet (He et al., 2016), and ShakeShake (Gastaldi, 2017) architectures, which are common for this evaluation protocol.
We compare our approach with Fast Autoaugment (Lim et al.,
2019), RandAugment (Cubuk et al., 2020), DADA (Li et al.,
2020), and AutoAugment (Cubuk et al., 2019). We rely on
the RandAugment augmentation set2 for all of our experiments.
Next, we discuss the experimental setup and then present our
results, as well as a number of ablations studies.
4.1. Common parameters and setup
To set all hyper-parameters of our method, we make use of
the WideResNet-28-2 model and the CIFAR-10 dataset. Afterwards, we perform all evaluations with the same parameters,
unless noted otherwise. For the number of particles r, we conclude that 50 particles are sufficient, as can be seen in Table 2.
The process noise σ is set to 0.05 as we need sufficient variation
of the policies. The filter learning rate η from Eq. 9 is set to 1.0.
The filter training epoch e p was set to 1.

2 https://github.com/rwightman/pytorch-imagemodels/blob/master/timm/data/auto augment.py (licensed
License 2.0)

under

Apache

The training subset Dtp is around 25000 samples or around
50% of the original set for CIFAR training and 180000 samples
or 15% for ImageNet, using a stratified shuffle split strategy
which preserves the original label distribution. The measurement subset Dvp is chosen to be between 500 and 5000 samples of the training subset D to limit the computational power
needed for the measurement step. We used a filter warm-up
delay of 1 epoch, i.e. the first filter step is performed after 1
epoch, and a filter step i f of 1 epoch. All experiments were performed with up to 4 NVIDIA 2080Ti GPUs for the ImageNet
experiment and only 2 GPUs for all other experiments.
Table 1. We report the accuracy on the dataset test split after training with ParticleAugment on CIFAR-10/100 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009)
and ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) image classification tasks. We compare against AutoAugment (AA) (Cubuk et al., 2019), Fast AutoAugment (FAA) (Lim et al., 2019), DADA (Li et al., 2020), and RandAugment
(RA) (Cubuk et al., 2020). The results of these algorithms were taken from
their respective papers, dashed lines indicate results that were not reported.
Accuracy values are reported in percentage.

Dataset
CIFAR-10
WideResNet-28-2
WideResNet-28-10
ShakeShake-26x96
CIFAR-100
WideResNet-28-2
WideResNet-28-10
ImageNet
ResNet50

AA

FAA

RA

DADA

PA (Ours)

95.9
97.4
98.0

97.3
98.0

95.8
97.3
98.0

97.3
98.0

96.4
97.8
98.2

78.5
82.9

82.7

78.3
83.3

82.5

78.8
83.3

77.6

77.6

77.6

77.5

77.5

4.2. CIFAR evaluation
For both CIFAR datasets, we always make use of the following augmentations : pad-and-crop by 4 pixels, as well as
random horizontal flips and rectangular cutouts. Both WideResNet models were trained for 250 epochs with a learning rate of
0.1, batch size of 128, a Nesterov SGD optimizer with a weight
decay of 5 · 10−4 and an annealing cosine learning rate decay.
For WideResNets (WRN) and the ShakeShake models, we rely
on the constant position model. Our filter training and measurement subset consists of 25600 and 512 samples respectively.
Due to the different policy definition and application described
in Sec. 3.3, the values we used for l (number of nonzero states
in a particle, similar to parameter n in RA) and m (augmentation
magnitude) were different from RandAugment. For CIFAR-10,
we use l = 3, m = 3 for the WRN-28-2 and ShakeShake models and l = 4, m = 2 for the WRN-28-10 model. Furthermore,
the ShakeShake model was trained for 750 epochs with an initial learning rate of 0.03 and a filter learning rate η of 0.25. For
CIFAR-100, we set l = 2, m = 2 for the WRN-28-2 model and
l = 4, m = 6 for the WRN-28-10 model. For the latter model,
the constant position model was changed to a constant velocity
model with c = −0.001 · [1 . . . 1], the initial nonzero states
were initialized to 1.0 instead of 0.5 and the first 15 particles
were set to 15 orthogonal unit vectors. The selected values for l
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Table 2. We investigate the influence of filter parameters on the accuracy
of a WideResNet-28-2 trained on CIFAR-10. Either the particle number or
the filter learning rate were varied. The result is the accuracy in percentage, measured as mean and standard deviation from 4 runs.

Particle number r
25
50
100
200
Filter learning rate η
0.01
0.1
1
4

Test Accuracy
96.32±0.07
96.44±0.15
96.40±0.14
96.29±0.09
Test Accuracy
96.07±0.17
96.37±0.05
96.44±0.15
96.33±0.05

and m were determined by a simple hyper-parameter optimization using grid search.
As presented in Table 1, our ParticleAugment outperforms
or matches the prior work for all experiments on CIFAR-10
and CIFAR-100. It should be noted that only 50 particles were
sufficient to reach excellent performance. Furthermore, only a
small computational overhead was introduced compared to an
even faster scheme like DADA (Li et al., 2020). At the same
time, we offer better model performance, compressing the optimization into a single training episode.
4.3. ImageNet evaluation
In our setup, we rely on a ResNet50 model and train it for
210 epochs. In addition to the augmentations applied by ParticleAugment, the default augmentations for ImageNet were always applied as well, i.e. random crops, resizing to 224x224,
random horizontal flips, and color jitter. The augmentation magnitude m was set to 3. For the filter and training parameters, we
chose identical values to the CIFAR-10 setup with the exception of an η of 0.15 and the training subset size of 15% of the
training set. We employed distributed training on 4 GPUs and
decreased the learning rate of ResNet to 0.05 and batch size to
64.
As shown in Table 1, we reach similar performance to the
related approaches. Note that we do not use any proxy models for optimization compared to AutoAugment (Cubuk et al.,
2019) and no major hyper-parameter optimization compared to
RandAugment (Cubuk et al., 2020), as we mainly rely on parameter values obtained from the CIFAR-10 experiment.
4.4. Ablation study
To investigate the influence of our algorithm parameters, we
performed a number of ablation experiments. As the particle
number r has a direct impact on the performance, it is important to select the right parameters without requiring more
computations. Another parameter of interest is the filter learning rate η. The ablation studies are performed with CIFAR10 on WideResNet-28-2 with the same hyper-parameters as in
Sec. 4.2.

Table 3. We compare our GPU hours (based on training on a NVIDIA
GeForce 2080Ti) required for finding optimal policies with AutoAugment
and DADA. The GPU hours required for these methods are obtained from
AutoAugment (Cubuk et al., 2019) and DADA (Li et al., 2020) publications.

Setup
Algorithm
CIFAR-10 & WRN-28-2
CIFAR-100 & WRN-28-10
ImageNet & Resnet-50

GPU hours
AA
DADA Ours
5000
0.1
3
50003
0.2
6.6
15000
1.3
30

Number of particles. We tested between 25 and 200 particles
where a higher particle number means that in the filter update
more computation time is needed, as each particle needs to be
tested on the measurement subset. The added benefit of more
particles lies in the improved coverage of the augmentation
space. As more policies are considered, there is a higher probability to find the optimal policies. The results are presented
in Table 2, where we observe that a higher number of particles
doesn’t necessarily increase the final accuracy. When having
a large number of particles, after the re-sampling step, mainly
policies with the highest weights get sampled, thus effectively
reducing the amount of unique policies.
Particle filter learning rate. There is an optimal filter rate
which maximizes the performance, as shown in Table 2. If it
is chosen to be too high, then the particles diverge very quickly
and degenerate, lowering the performance. This is similar to
how the neural network training leads to performance degradation with overly big learning rates. If the learning rate is too
small, then the filter does not update its policies quick enough
to follow the network improvement, especially if the particle filter is not invoked every epoch. This can lead to sub-optimal performance. We also observed that the optimal filter learning rate
may depend on the dataset and network, as can be seen from
the differing hyperparameters for some experiments in Sec. 4.2.
Process model choice. As mentioned in Sec. 4.2, we made the
observation that the constant velocity (CV) process model produces better results on CIFAR-100 than the constant position
model for the bigger WideResNet (WRN). The motivation for
the CV model came from observing favored policies during the
last training epochs. To better represent these policies in the
model, we introduced the velocity c into the transition model,
which is subtracted from the particles. We achieved a test accuracy of 96.38%±0.10% for the CV model and 96.44%±0.15%
for the constant position (CP) model on the CIFAR-10 WRN28-2 experiment over 4 test runs. Therefore, we can infer that
the CV model, while helping us achieve a state of the art result on CIFAR-100, is not suitable for every model and dataset
and needs to be chosen accordingly. In the case of CIFAR-100,
using the CP model only yielded a best accuracy of 82.7%.
Augmentation order randomization. We made the assumption
that the augmentation order of application does not have an impact on the overall performance. We tested a randomized application order of the 15 possible augmentations and achieved an
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accuracy of 96.32%±0.11% over 4 test runs. This shows that
a different augmentation application order does not have a significant impact on the end result, considering also the standard
deviation of the experiments. Additionally, the standard WRN28-2 CIFAR-10 experiment was repeated 10 times to measure
the standard deviation of the model accuracy, which resulted in
a value of 96.43±0.11% over 10 separate training episodes. We
can therefore see that our approach produces consistent results
regardless of the fact that it uses a probabilistic approach.
Training time vs. model performance. Table 3 shows that while
our approach takes more time than DADA, it is still very efficient compared to AutoAugment. At the same time, it reaches
better model performance than both approaches. When changing the overall training to only 120 epochs, we still achieved
76.9% accuracy on ResNet50 on the same compute instance.
By changing the training schedule of a model, we can trade between an increase in accuracy and training time reduction.
5. Conclusion
We presented ParticleAugment to approximate the optimal
image augmentation policies during the neural network training. Our algorithm relies on Monte Carlo sampling to explore
the augmentation state space. We defined the policy space as
a distribution function and relied on a particle filter to find the
optimal policies. We proposed the measurement of the policy
performance based on the loss function and also used it to reweight the particles and for the policy update. In our evaluations, we showed improved results on standard benchmarks
compared to prior work. When comparing with the prior work,
we demonstrate that our approach reaches a balance between
the computational cost of policy search and the model performance.
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